
History of the Abyssinian Cat: 
 
                                                          

 
 

 

Within this section you will find information which will tell you a few things about where the breed may 

possibly have originated and/or how it was established. 

                                                                                                                                               

 
Many of the claims made about the breed's origin are probably more myth and fantasy than reality and 

controversy lingers on until today. Almost any cat book talking about the breed 

will start with the theory that the first Abyssinian cat was brought to England by a British soldier, in 1868, 

returning from Abyssinia War (Ethiopia today). Its name is recorded to be "Zula" and believed to be the 

founder cat of the breed. Having a closer look at the picture published to be "Zula" one would however 

quickly agree it has practically nothing in resemblance with the breed whether we look at pictures from 

early Abyssinians or at some more recent ones. The coat seems to be longish and waved rather than that 

of a shorthaired cat and ears are so tiny that many a modern Persian or Exotic would get embarrassed. 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 
 

Frances Simpson says in "The Book of the Cat" (London 1903) that the so-called Abyssinian cats of her 

time bore a 'very striking resemblance to the Egyptian or Caffre cat, and a picture of a painting in her 

book features an Abyssinian cat with ringed tail and many stripes on the legs. However, it is generally 

believed that all of today's domestic cats are descendants of the African Wild Cat (Felis Libyca). 

Harrison Weir, on the other hand, had a somewhat less avantgardistic proposal about what may have 

created the unique look of the breed as it was shown around this time in England and says in "Our Cats 

and All About Them" (1889) that a cross between the English wild cat and a domestic cat had produced 

kittens similar to those imported from Abyssinia, so there obviously had been some from that country.                                                                                                                                     

The most romantic claim probably is the one, that the sacred cats pictured on ancient Egyptian artefacts 

and hieroglyphics must have been Abyssinian Cats and therefore suggest this 

breed to be one of the oldest in existence. 

With all those varied believes it may not be a surprise that no other breed had rejoiced in such varied 

names like Russian, Spanish, Abyssinian, hare cat, rabbit cat, bunny cat, British Tick, etc., with several 

countries claiming it as their own 

Now, more recent research relying on DNA technology point more towards the fact that some of their 

ancestors must have had their roots closer to Asia than Africa. The Leiden Zoological Museum in Holland 

has an exhibit of a stuffed Abyssinian purchased in 1834-1836 labelled "Patria, domestic India". 

 

 

                                                                                                                                     

 
 

It's also no secret anymore (though often still denied by even well-established Aby Breeders) that other 

already established breeds have been used to found the Aby we see today. Siamese’s, Burmese’s as well 
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as Russian Blues are behind every modern Aby, although we may not always find these breed names 

explicitly even in an old pedigree and equally likely they were not the only ones used either 

Myth or fact, romantic or realistic, let's join John Jennings, writing in his Domestic or Fancy Cat (London 
1893) who thought, that 'the Abyssinian promises to increase in popularity, and whether imported or a 
manufactured cross hardly matters, as it now breeds fairly true to point.' 
 

A few more things we know for certain are, that the breed was recognized in England by GCCF in 

1929 and the first American Aby litter was born or recorded in 1935.                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

 
 

Almost 20 years later, in 1953, an Aby paw first touched Swedish grounds arriving from England founding 

Snores’ cattery, and two years later another one (Shelburne Catalpa) travelled via the sea way to New 

Zealand and started Finisterre Cattery in Auckland who in turn sent a couple of founder Abys to 

Australia starting 1959. 

In France, there is documented existence of an Abyssinian Cat named "Ras Tafari" as early as 1927 

(reference: "Les plus beaux chats de France", Gisèle Barney). In Holland, Abyssinian cat history began 

1937 with Selesdune Buntibou, a British ruddy import, who founded Arke Noachs cattery. Her first litter 

was sired by Woodrooffe Zeus living in Paris and owned by Mme. Guyot. Due to world war II there are no 

offspring left of this line in current Abys and Netherland's Aby history was founded in 1961 by Maria 

Falkena, whose famous cattery name Mariendaal is behind almost every Aby line throughout the world 

today. Denmark's breeding history of Abys started in 1950 with a British import called Croham Zara. 

 

The Abyssinian /æbɨˈsɪniən/ is a breed of domestic shorthaired cat with a distinctive "ticked" tabby coat, 

in which individual hairs are banded with different colours. 

It is named after the country (now known as Ethiopia), from where it was first thought to have originated; 

more recent research now places its origins somewhere near the Egyptian coast. The Abyssinian has since 

become one of the most popular breeds of shorthair cat in the USA 

 

History: 
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The Abyssinian cat as it is known today was developed in Great Britain. The name 'Abyssinian' refers 

to Ethiopia, in reference to widely-spread stories of British soldiers deployed to North Africa in the 

nineteenth century returning home with kittens purchased from local traders. 

However, more recent genetic research suggests the breed actually originated in Egypt and other areas 

near the coast of the Indian Ocean, where colonists may have purchased animals from wild animal 

traders. The modern breed is believed by some to have originated from one female kitten named Zula, 

who was taken from Alexandria by a British soldier and brought to England in 1868. However, there is no 

solid link between Zula and the cat first listed as an Abyssinian in 1882. 

 

 

  

Description: 
 

Appearance; 

The Abyssinian is a slender, fine-boned, medium-sized cat. The head is moderately wedge shaped, with 

a slight break at the muzzle, and nose and chin ideally forming a straight vertical line when viewed in 

profile. They have alert, relatively large pointed ears. The notably expressive eyes are almond shaped 

and are gold, green, hazel or copper depending on coat colour. The legs should be long in proportion to 

a graceful body, with small oval paws; the tail is likewise long and tapering. 

 

Coat and colours: 
 

Abyssinian kittens are born with dark coats that gradually lighten as they mature, usually over several 

months. The adult coat should not be excessively short and is ideally fine, dense and close-lying, silky to 

the touch. The ticked or agouti effect that is the trademark of the breed—genetically a variant of 

the tabby pattern—should be uniform over the body, although the ridge of the spine and tail, back of the 

hind legs and the pads of the paws are always noticeably darker. Each hair has a light base with three or 

four bands of additional colour growing darker towards the tip. The base colour should be as clear as 

possible; any extensive intermingling with grey is considered a serious fault. A tendency to white on the 

chin is common but likewise must be minimal. The typical tabby M-shaped marking is often found on the 

forehead. The breed's original colour standard is a warm deep reddish-brown base with black ticking, 

known as "usual" in the United Kingdom and as "ruddy" elsewhere. Sorrel (also called cinnamon or red), a 

lighter coppery base with chocolate brown ticking, is a unique mutation of this original pattern. Other 

variants have been introduced by outcrossing’s to the Burmese and other shorthaired breeds, notably blue 

(on a warm beige base) and fawn (on a softer cream base). The less common chocolate and lilac are not 

recognized in the Cat Fancier's Association (CFA) breed standard but have been granted full champion 

status in The International Cat Association (TICA) and in the UK. The UK also recognizes the Silver 

Abyssinian, in which the base coat is a pure silvery white with black (called "usual silver"), blue, cream or 

sorrel ticking. Various other colour combinations are in development, including the "torbie", in which a 

patched tortoiseshell pattern in any of these colours is visible under the tabby banding. 

The breed owes their distinctive coat to a dominant mutant gene known as Ta. The first cat to have its 

entire genome published was an Abyssinian named Cinnamon. 
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Temperament: 
 

Abyssinians are a popular breed thanks in large part to their unusual intelligence and generally 

extroverted, playful, wilful personalities. They are said to become depressed without constant activity and 

attention from their owners. 

In marked contrast to this outgoing nature (and to most other Oriental shorthair breeds) they tend to be 

very quiet cats, with soft voices. Abyssinians can be difficult to show, as some individuals are excessively 

timid or particularly shy of strangers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Health: 
 

The breed can be prone to gingivitis, which can lead to more serious periodontitis.[8] Familial renal 

amyloidosis or AA amyloidosis, a kidney disorder due to a mutation in the AA amyloid protein gene, has 

been seen in Abyssinians. The Abyssinian has had severe problems with blindness caused by a hereditary 

retinal degeneration due to mutations in the dark gene. However, the prevalence has been reduced from 

45% to less than 4% in 2008 in the country of Sweden. With the widespread availability of dark mutation 

detection tests and services, such as those provided by the UC Davis Veterinary Genetics Laboratory, it is 

possible to reduce the disease frequency in all populations of Abyssinian. 

 

Genetic diversity: 
 

he 2008 study The Ascent of Cat Breeds: Genetic Evaluations of Breeds and Worldwide Random-bred 

Populations by Lipinski et al. conducted at UC Davis by the team led by leading feline geneticist Dr Leslie 

Lyons found that the Abyssinian has a low level of genetic diversity, a heterozygosis value of 0.45 within a 

range of 0.34-0.69 for all breeds studied, and has genetic markers common to both Southeast Asian and 

Western breeds indicating that cats from both Asia and Europe were used to create the breed.  
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